Genotypes of IFIH1 and IFIT5 in seven chicken breeds indicated artificial selection for commercial traits influenced antiviral genes.
Innate immunity is the first line against the invasion of pathogenic microorganisms. Previous reports only demonstrated production traits of commercial importance were often negatively correlated with innate disease resistance. However, whether different purpose of artificial selection influences innate immunity have not been understood. In this study, we cloned exon1, exon6 of IFIH1 and exon2 of IFIT5 by molecular biology techniques in seven different chicken breeds to detect the potential effect of artificial selection for commercial traits on disease resistance for the first time. In total, 8 single nucleotide polymorphisms(SNPs) of IFIH1 gene exon1 and exon6, 19 SNPs of IFIT5 gene exon2 were detected. We found all native chicken breeds had a relatively close relationship to broiler breeds but a remote relationship to layer breed. A great difference between CB and LLH with different selected purpose were observed. The allele frequencies of these two positive antiviral genes were associated with different purpose of artificial selection. Our experiment constituted the foundation for the interaction between commercial traits and immune trait.